OBJECTIVE:
Students will understand and appreciate the cultural background of early pioneers and their daily tasks in order to meet
their needs for food, shelter and clothing in East Tennessee

Ask the class what they think of when you ‘Pioneer.’ Be prepared for many kinds of answers. The pictures that come up are
1) settlers in a covered wagon, 2) a painting of Daniel Boone,
and 3) a picture of the first moon landing.
The kids will not understand why the moon landing picture is
there. Ask them why we put the moon landing picture in.
Go to the next slide.

Explain to the class that a pioneer is simply the first person/
people to do something. Explain that the first people to cross
the Appalachian Mountains to settle were pioneers as well as
the first people to walk on the Moon.
Tell the class that we are going to talk about our pioneer ancestors who first settled in East Tennessee in the late 1700’s.
Go to the next slide.

Ask the class why they think people would travel into a wilderness in order to start a new life. Why not stay where they were
where there were roads, stores, schools etc.?
Our pioneers were poor and the only way they could make any
money was travel into the wilderness where land was cheap or
even free and start farming.
Show the class on the map where the Thirteen Colonies were
(the Atlantic coast) and where the pioneers traveled from Virginia and North Carolina into East Tennessee.

Stress that as these pioneers were very poor, they had very little to take into the wilderness with them.
Read the scenario and ask the class the question, ‘What would
you do?’

Ask the class what they think these poor pioneers would have
brought with them in order to survive in a wilderness.
Try to steer the group to think in terms of what would help the
pioneers meet their three basic needs: Food, Shelter, and
Clothing. What kinds of things would they need to bring to
produce basic these basic items?
After the class tries, pop our answers up on the screen.

These are examples of some of the basic tools the pioneers
might have brought with them. With these few tools, a pioneer
family could make almost everything they needed to survive.
Ask the class how the pioneers might have used each of these
tools.

Now, read the scenario at the top of the slide to the class and ask
what the first thing a pioneer family might do when they arrived
on their land in the wilderness.
The obvious answer is to construct shelter. This would have
been temporary shelter until…
land could be cleared and a food crop planted. Ask what the
most important food crop was...it was CORN. That is because
corn could be kept all winter without spoiling. Remember, there
was no canning or refrigeration in the 1700’s.
A picture of corn will pop up at the end of the slide.

Read the first paragraph. Then ask the class to name some
other foods that can be grown and kept without canning or
refrigeration.
After the class tries, pop up the list: beans, squash, pumpkins
etc. There are pictures to illustrate.

Ask the class what other kinds of things the pioneers ate. The
will answer animals. There are pictures on the slide of deer,
elk, and bison. Make sure you explain that in the 1700’s there
were plenty of elk and bison in Tennessee.

When asking this question, the kids will say log cabins were
the first type of shelter the pioneers built. However, their fist
shelters were temporary, either tents or lean-to’s. (Remember,
they had to get that corn crop planted.)
There are pictures to illustrate what each looked like.

Now when we get to building permanent shelter, the log cabin
was the home of choice. Ask the kids to name what tools the
pioneers may have used to build a cabin.
Now show them our list of tools with the explanation of each.
There is also a picture of each tool that will appear.

In talking about how the pioneers made clothing, the
kids will always name animal skins for clothing. That
is correct but the pioneers made use of other things as
well.
Remember, cotton does not grow well at all in East
Tennessee. The pioneers could have traded for it but
could not grow it.
Flax was the plant of choice to make shirts, dresses,
sheets, etc. This is the plant we linen from.
Wool from sheep was also heavily used for clothing.
These pictures are illustrations of the fibers pioneers
would weave into cloth in order to make clothing.
It also shows some clothing made of buckskin.

This slides details the process that had to occur in order
for pioneers to make an item of clothing from linen.
Go over the process slowly so that it sinks in on the
class.
Ask the question at the bottom of the slide. Point out
that this is much harder that going to Wal-Mart to buy
an outfit!

This slide introduces the Family Heritage Jeopardy
game that we will play. Divide the class into tow or
three teams and tell them your rules for playing the
game.
You must exit this file and open up the Family Heritage Jeopardy file in order to play the game.
EXPLAIN THE CHRISTMAS CRAFT CONTEST
ON THE NEXT SLIDE FIRST!!

Go over the rules for the Christmas Craft Contest with the
kids. Explain that each person should label their crafts with
their name and what category it should be in.

